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T h e n it was that the memory of Liette returned 
to me . . . I come home at evening; I sit at my table, 
my head between my hands; I repeat her name 
five or six times, and she comes . . . sometimes 
it is the grown girl I see . . . other times it is 
the little one . . . But, little girl or big girl, 
as soon as she comes, all is changed. W i t h her 
memory, I recover all the quivering excitement 
of old, the August burning borne in the heart, 
that great soul—hunger, which makes one live 
ardently, and all the ridiculous, touching little 
weaknesses which became precious also. T h e 
years vanish, the scales fal l ; it is my palpitating 
youth which returns — all the warm life of the 
heart which begins again. 

Except, as I have said, for Fear, which is a "horror" 
story after the manner of Kipling, the formula is always 
the same: city streets—and peopling these streets, failures, 
like Raquet, bent and weary; workmen worn by toil, 
drunkards, wistful orientals and the gay, shrill, hapless 
children of the slums. 

Colin-Maillard is French blind man's buff. T h e blind 
man, in this case, is Mike O'Brady who, eluding the 
Dublin police, comes to London to try his luck. He ob
tains a position in a warehouse on the Thames, where, as 
we are told, "the labor was just exigent enough to fill 
his time and to gratify the play of his strong muscles, 
leaving him, at the end of a good day, satisfied and not 
too tired, conscious of having accomplished his task as a 
free man, without servile zeal or over work." In spite 
of this, he fumbles about for an elusive millenium. I n 
fatuated by a young Jewess, whom he sees in the doorway 
of a shop, he becomes a frequent caller at her house, 
where he absorbes endless sermons on socialism from her 
father. T h e girl, however, marries another and Mike, 
getting suddenly discouraged with his new doctrine, gropes 
elsewhere. He is fired next by the philanthropy of a 
young lady, who, three nights a week, "followed by a 
man-servant at a respectful distance" descends to a mis
sion in the slums. But she, too, marries another and 
Mike, despairing, renounces his confession of faith along 
with his pledge of abstinence, and rushes into a nearby 
tavern where, blinded now with rage, he strikes out right 
and left, killing the patron and several clients—his own 
innocent fellow contestants in the game. 

I t is a footling book, with all the issues confused and 
long, tiresome dissertations on socialism, and religion of 
the soap box sort. Much is sentimental, some absurd, 
while the rather facetious style is out of tone with the 
violence of the denouement. 

Th i s style, as a rule, is almost faultless. In Maria 
Chapdelaine and My Fair Lady, the author has been 
moved by a deep, universal emotion—the fundamental of 
great literature—and the words, though simple and direct, 
not only bear to the full this originating emotion, but have 
limpid overtones of beauty all their own. M r . Bradley, 
too, has done a faithful piece of work in his translation 
of La Belle que Voila. Take , for instance, his title. T h e 
French, a refrain from an old song, is impossibly clumsy 
in English. My Fair Lady, however, not only gives the 
literal sense, but is the last line of one of our own nursery 
rhymes, thus preserving the spirit as well. 

Louis Hemon was born in 1880 and died—run over by 
a train—in 1913; and yet, in spite of his youth and the 
shortness of his career, he stands among the classics. 

Throughout his work, from the most inept to the most 
perfect, is a sense of ecstacy, open to all, in the common 
life, of a nimbus quivering over its least manifestation— 
whose vision, like the grael itself, brings salvation—which 
gives it unity, and a significance touched by the eternal. 
T h a t light, revealing the holiness of wonted things, sanc
tifies Maria Chapdelaine's decison to remain a pioneer like 
her mother in the bleak, north country; its radiance blazes 
with sudden glory into the cockney lives of My Fair Lady, 
or, by its absence, attests their drab futility; while Mike 
O'Brady confusing it with the will-o-the-whisp of a mate
rial millenium, is goaded by its illusiveness to anarchy. 

K A T H E R I N E K E I T H . 

Letters from a Distance 
Letters from a Distance, by Gilbert Cannan. New 

York: Thomas Seltzer. $2.50. 

I T was shortly after the Armistice that M r . Cannan 
turned a disgusted back on Europe. He dipped into 

America and passed on to Africa. He was after a new 
view-point and a new criterion. He sought Africa not 
for itself, but as a refuge from political and economical 
Europe. He needed a foothold from which he might 
appraise the changing values of an old world now lapsing 
to decay. T h e letters which compose the present volume 
are under African headlines, mellifluous or cacophonous; 
yet he drags a lengthening chain, and the world he left 
behind is always in his background, and often in his fore
ground as well . One of his latest letters is dated from 
Victoria Falls; but do we see or hear them? N o ; not the 
remotest glimpse of the spray, nor the faintest echo from 
the roar. A few pages here and there present vividly and 
briefly some phase of the African environment; but the 
Western world continues to encompass the Falls, and the 
author's chief preoccupation, in face of them, is the dif
ference between the American mind and the English 
mind. 

T h e former, he feels, is dominant in the world, since 
the British mind seems to have gone into retirement "un 
til such time as the world's ferment shall present it with 
an accomplished fact to assimilate"; the British mind 
being effective enough on the basis of accomplished facts, 
but lacking efficiency in the swirl of things that are shap
ing. Other British manifestations wound Mr . Cannan, 
and these he may be more nearly right in criticising. He 
has the greatest repugnance for the form of activity known 
as the Higher Imperialism, and he is severe on the British 
way of regarding everything that is not British as sub
human, and therefore to be exterminated if possible, and 
if not, then to be enslaved. 

Mr . Cannan landed at Port Said with a precise deter
mination to rid himself of political ideas and ideals. W h o , 
after the last ten years, can blame him? W h o , except 
the politicians themselves (including the grandiloquent 
sort which call themselves diplomats) will not seriously 
incline to listen when he declares that politics are proved, 
both by the W a r and the Peace, to be useless and injudic
ious, and henceforth can be no more than a mischievous 
and fussy form of idleness? However, he takes no refuge 
in those economic actualities which some observers and 
thinkers believe they have found as the structural actuality 
of society behind the political facade. No. And while he is 
all for loyalty, that is by no means a loyalty to a political 
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S I N C L A I R L E W I S 

Caricature by Cropper 

Babbittisms 

Europe is picturesque and quaint and his
torical and all that, but it's a gone goose; 
it hasn't any pep. 

Do you realize that the price per front foot 
of some of the best business properties in 
London is actually less than it is for cor
responding locations right here in Zenith? 

I feel there's been a lot of misjudgment of 
Cal. I know he isn't as showy as Harding 
and Bill Bryan and Dawes and a lot of 
obviously brainy men like that. 

A boy from here that was in Washington 
. . . got all the dope, and seems La Fol-
lette has entertained Germans and Russians 
right in his own home. 

Wi th The Nation for a year: 

Plumes, by Laurence Stallings $5.25 

A Passage to India, by E. M. Forster 5.75 

The Goslings, by Upton Sinclair 5.00 

La Follette's Autobiography 6.00 

The Author of Babbitt 
has just revisited Zenith. Zenith is the 
most important city in the country, 
politically speaking, because it is located 
in every state in the union. George F . 
Babbitt's reasons for voting for Cool-
idge will explain many thousands of 
actual votes next month} and Seneca 
Doane's remarks on the La Follette 
campaign express the feelings of any 
number of "silent voters." The articles 
begin this week; they include election 
interviews with 

GEORGE F . BABBITT 

PAUL RIESLING 

CHARLES L . MCKELVEY 

AUGUST SCHNAUFKNABEL 

VERGIL GUNCH 

SENECA DOANE 

and others 

BEGINNING T H I S W E E K I N 

The Nation 

The American Mercury for a year $7.60 
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Special offer till Inauguration Day, 
with pamphlet "La Follette's Record" 

$2.00 

The Nation, 20 Vesey Street, New York. 

Begin my subscription with Sinclair Lewis's 

Zenith series. 

Send also 
as advertised. 

Names 

Address 
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ideal. In life, he feels, as in art, the desired technique is 
loyalty to a rhythm—rhythm being here, as again in 
Havelock Ellis's latest book, the great essential. And now, 
once more, he lands plump on America. America, he 
expects, will evolve the necessary technique; not America 
as a political entity, but "the Americans who are Amer
ica." He feels among us the rhythm natural to a genuine 
and unimpeded functioning. " T h e irresistibly strong 
loyalty by which men find their social health is loyalty 
not to an idea but to a rhythm"—a welcome phenomenon 
to the disillusioned traveller after his combat with the 
worn-out and decadent intellectualism and idealism of 
Europe. He finds the same satisfactory rhythm among 
his African natives—just as again, does Ell is : the dance 
being the most unifying and socializing element among 
primitive peoples. When our precious rhythm becomes 
conscious, thinks M r . Cannan (as at any moment a great 
movement towards justice or liberty might make i t ) , the 
"Americans will become such a living force as has not yet 
been seen on earth." Not struggling desperately toward 
an ideal, but responding loyally and genially to the rhythm 
of our own vitality, we shall march irresistibly toward a 
reality. Such, of course, is a programme for a young 
people. W e shall not stay young indefinitely, however; 
nor can we look back with great complacency upon some 
of our recent stragglings. 

T h e above considerations lead on to the matter of solid
arity—which the author defines as a complete and agreed 
faith in the rhythm of humanity. Savages have i t ; the 
universe has i t ; but Western civilization has only a "ma
chine-rhythm" and has come to depend on the manu
factured solidarity of armies. Also, we must face the 
commercial technique which was developed between 1850 
and 1914. This worked with money, but cannot work 
with life, for life is not a commercial concern. 

Contributors 
ARTHUR M . SCHLESINGER, the author of New Viewpoints 

in American History, etc., is serving this year as a 
. visiting lecturer on American history at Harvard. 

ERIK MCKINLEY ERIKSSON is professor of history in 
Lombard College. 

NORMAN HAPGOOD, author of Industry and Progress, The 
Advancing Hour, etc., is editor of Hearst's Interna
tional Magazine. 

JOHN DEWEY, educator and the author of many works on 
philosophy and education, is professor of philosophy 
at Columbia. He has been travelling in Turkey this 
summer to study educational conditions. 

SIDNEY HOWARD, journalist and playwright, is the author 
of The Labor Spy and Three Flights Up, which 
Scribners publish this fall. 

WILLIAM L. LANCER is assistant professor of European 
history at Clark University. He has made a special 
study of the diplomacy of the late nineteenth century, 
on which subject he is preparing a book for the 
Harvard University press. 

NATHANIEL SCHMIDT, professor of scientific languages at 
Cornell University, was for a year director of The 
American School of Archeology in Jerusalem. 

KATHERINE KEITH has publised a novel, The Girl, and a 
number of stories and articles in current periodicals. 

HENRY B. FULLER is the author of many novels and short 
stories and a book of verse, Lines Long and Short. 

Yet , only a few pages later on, we are called upon to 
recognize the fact that the old estates of the realm have 
gone and that in their stead have appeared "Banks, 
Chambers of Commerce and Trade Unions—much the 
same thing under another name." Yet if it could be per
ceived clearly that King, Lords and Commons (or Pres
ident, State and Congress), having for a long time had no 
solid function to perform, have atrophied into a 
horde of parasites, perhaps we should make better headway 
against "the bureaucracies which call themselves govern
ments." But America, at least, as our commentator 
would do well to recall, still possesses a plenitude of pri
vate initiative; and that, essentially, may be the rhythm 
of which he speaks. 

Wel l , the above are some of the considerations that 
prevented a thoughtful traveller from seeing the Victoria 
Falls and many of the other wonders and glories of the 
African continent. Some of his pages are trenchant and 
really come to a head; others represent, with considerable 
fuss and fridget, that irritated, even despairing temper 
into which the last decade has thrown many of humanity's 
well-wishers. Few of these will resort to Africa as a 
Utopia, even if it be declared—"with all due respect to 
America"—the continent of the future; and none of us, 
not even M r . Cannan himself, will accept the primitive 
state as all plus and no minus. I t is to be hoped that he 
will soon return home, effectually re-oriented by his em
ployment of an unconventional viewpoint, and braced to 
do something for that old and discouraged society which 
needs all the help it can get. 

H E N R Y B . F U L L E R . 

Madison Square Garden 
26th STREET and MADISON AVENUE 

DEBATE 
SAMUEL 

UNTERMYER 
for VS. 

MORRIS 
H I L L Q U I T 

for 

D A V I S la FOLLETTE 
R E S O L V E D : ^^^^y viewing the concrete circum

stances of the pending election, the 
cause of sound progressive government will be best 
promoted by voting for LA FOLLETTE rather 
than DAVIS. 

CLARENCE DARROW 
CHAIRMAN 

Sunday Afternoon, October 12th 
(COLUMBUS DAY) 2:30 P.M. 

TICKETS: 50c and $1.00 (Reserved) 
ON SALE: Tyson and Gray's Ticket Agencies; Rand 
School, 7 E. 15th St.; La Follette - Wheeler Head
quarters, 25 W. 43rd St.; Steuben Society, 405 

Lexington Ave. 
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